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Major Project Risk Management: Reconciling Complexity
During Delivery with the Inside View in Planning
Paul Chapman1* and Cuong Quang2

Abstract
Recent research on the origins of risk during the planning and delivery of major projects broadly
addresses two root causes: (i) complexity at the planning phase and also during project delivery, and; (ii)
‘the inside view’ at the planning phase and the associated issues of strategic misrepresentation and cognitive
biases such as optimism bias. This paper presents the results of a systematic review that finds a schism in
the literature showing theoretical and empirical treatment of project delivery risk polarises into considering
either the effect of complexity or the inside view; rarely are they considered jointly. This work discusses the
implications for theory and practice and identifies Case Based Decision Theory and Bayesian modelling,
both of which are outside view techniques, as having potential to reconcile complexity and the inside view
and thus provide for their joint treatment.
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Introduction
‘Major project’ is an umbrella term for large-
scale, complex undertakings that aim to deliver
transformational outcomes, often at a regional
or national level (Infrastructure and Projects
Authority,, 2020; Institute for Government,
2020). Examples include the United Nations
Development Programme for climate change and
refugee displacement (Boyer and McKinnon,
2015), investment in social infrastructure to
deliver educational benefits (NYC Office of the
Mayor, et al., 2014) or health benefits (UK NAO,
2018) to a population, strategy implementation
involving new product introduction (Avots, 1969),
organisational restructuring (Rouse, 2005), ICT-
enabled change (Gothelf and Seiden, 2017; Markus
and Benjamin, 1997), and a range of engineering
and construction related activities such as new or
upgraded production facilities (Miller and Lessard,
2001), building transport infrastructure (Cantarelli
et al., 2010a; Priemus and van Wee, 2013) and
developing military equipment (UK NAO, 2015).
While we use the term ‘major projects’ to refer
to this breadth of endeavours, it is acknowledged
they also sail under a variety of flags including,
“major programmes” (Gordon, 2017; National
Audit Office, 2020), “big science” (Cramer, 2020)
and “strategic change” (Johnson, 1992) and do so
without consistency in a manner that parallels their
smaller scale cousins where, “Sometimes the words
project and programme are used interchangeably.”
(Pellegrinelli, 2011). It is the case however that
“major project” is widely used as shorthand in
academia and amongst the practitioner community
for organisations engaged in the initiation and
delivery of major projects, programmes and
portfolios (Australian Government,, 2020; Barnes
and Wearne, 1993; Flyvbjerg, 2011; Jacoby, 2017;
Major Projects Association, n.d; von Branconi and
Loch, 2004).
To delimit this work, its focus lies on the
delivery of major projects, where issues relating to
delivery performance has given rise to an extensive
body of research on risk management and a diverse
taxonomy of project delivery risks, their causes
and ameliorative actions. Here project delivery risk
is taken as being, “the exposure of stakeholders
to the consequences of variation in outcome”

(Bartlett, 2004) which for project delivery involves
comparing the outturn performance of a project
relative to the objectives set out in the final
business case, against which the final decision was
made to commit investment to the project (Pickrell
1989; Pellegrinelli et al., 2007). This approach to
project delivery performance assessment has been
described as the international standard, “followed
by academics, governments, and national audit
offices around the world.” (Flyvbjerg et al., 2019,
p. 410). The objectives specified in a final business
case typically include the benefits / outcomes the
project is expected to achieve, and a budget and a
timescale for their delivery. Best practice delivery
risk management is concerned with identifying
key project delivery risk that affects parameters
such as performance, scope, quality, technology,
environment, safety, health, schedule and cost,
and managing these risks to reduce the chance that
project delivery fails to meet requirements (Avots,
1969; Irimia-Diéguez et al., 2014; US National
Research Council, 2005).
Despite extensive study and management of
project delivery risk, a number of empirical studies
of project delivery risk show that major project
delivery experiences cost and schedule overruns,
and quality and benefits shortfalls (Flyvbjerg,
2014; Merrow, 1988; Miller and Lessard, 2001).
This has prompted the invigoration of new ‘non-
deterministic’ research into the root causes of
project delivery risk that are foundational to the
causal claims made in the taxonomical literature
(Padalkar and Gopinath, 2016a). This new strand of
project delivery risk research frequently attributes
project risk to two main causes, which are:

Complexity manifesting during delivery of a
project, where for example (Williams, 2005;
Williams et al., 2012, Geraldi et al., 2011 and
Maylor et al., 2013) argue that major project
delivery is risky because of techno-structural
and socio-political complexity, where such
complexity is subjective (Maylor et al., 2013)
and dynamic (Geraldi et al., 2011). Complexity may be external to the project, for example as a result of the unpredictable nature of
political, societal and economic environments
(Chapman, 2016) and also internal to the pro-
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ject in terms of managing the project (Daniel
and Daniel, 2019) as well as the technical
nature of the project itself (Miller and Lessard, 2001).
Systematic errors in estimates at the project
planning stage as a result of the decision-
making heuristics and biases ascribed to
the ‘inside view’ (Flyvbjerg, 2006; 2013a;
Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993; Lovallo and
Kahneman, 2003) where the ex-ante estimate
of the project’s cost, duration and benefits is
primarily developed based on an analysis of
the specific project at hand. A fundamental
issue that affects project delivery risk management in these estimates is the cognition
of risk and uncertainty. Knight’s influential
perspective (LeRoy and Singell, 1987) is that
risk possesses defined probabilities on possible outcomes, whereas uncertainty does not.
Taking an inside view places a reliance on
analysis and calculation of identifiable and
measurable project delivery risk where, “An
inside view forecast is generated by focusing
on the case at hand, by considering the plan
and the obstacles to its completion, by constructing scenarios of future progress, and by
extrapolating current trends” (Kahneman and
Lovallo, 1993). This, “has had the unfortunate
effect of obscuring [the] inherent unknowability of the future” (Winch and Maytorena,
2011) when ex-ante decision making. The
repost to this is the ‘outside view’, which in
contrast, “essentially ignores the details of
the case at hand, and involves no attempt at
detailed forecasting of the future history of
the project. Instead, it focuses on the statistics of a class of cases chosen to be similar
in relevant respects to the present one” (Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993). In doing so the
outside view seeks to determine an overall
probability, i.e. a statistical distribution, of the
overall project delivery uncertainty through
analysing the performance of a ‘reference
class’ of similar projects and in doing so pools

the implications and impact of the range of
risk and uncertainty resulting from the totality
of possible eventualities to inform, “rationally
held (Keynes 1973) perceptions of that future.” (Winch and Maytorena, 2011).

As research into these two root causes of project
delivery risk has advanced, a schism has emerged
between their respective proponents to the extent
that they can be viewed as separate schools of
thought. To illustrate this division, Holweg and
Maylor (2018, pp. 1369), 1370) use the term
“predict and prevent” to summarise the ‘operations and supply chain management’ approach they
advocate for managing delivery risk in major projects through addressing complexity. They position
this as an alternative to, “the traditional approach
to managing major projects”, they term as, “predict
and provide”, where delivery risk is managed
through addressing the inside view at the planning stage by calculating and providing increased
contingency, an approach Holweg and Maylor
comment on as presenting, “a fatalistic view of
major projects” that they consider, “is only partially
helpful in as far as it does not lead to prevention”.
In contrast, Flyvbjerg, described as “the leading
proponent of behavioural explanations” (Transport Xtra, 2018) commented, “It is not complexity
and scope changes in themselves that are the main
problem; it is how human beings misconceive of
these phenomena. This is a profound and proven
insight that behavioural science brings to capital
investment planning. Until you understand it,
you're unlikely to get such investments right,
including cost estimates.” (Flyvbjerg et al., 2018).
While the two schools of thought both address
the same phenomenon, their assessment of root
causes and the respective cures they each advocate
as being holistic appear difficult to reconcile.

Research Questions
Given that each of these two main strands of research
concerning major project delivery risk appear to
have merit in terms of their theoretical standing and
the implications for practice that derive from them,
this research sought to both understand the status
of research that concerns treating complexity and
the inside view as joint root causes of risk to major
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projects, and to seek to establish what means exist
to leverage research insights and employ them to
inform practice. This led to two research questions
being posed, as follows:
1. “What is the available research that treats
complexity and the inside view as joint
root causes of project delivery risk for
major projects?”
2. “What can be used to treat complexity
and the inside view as joint root causes of
project delivery risk in major projects?”
The next section describes the research methods
used to investigate the two research questions. It
explains the use of an exploratory literature review
that combines systematic review, textual analysis
techniques and conventional narrative review
methods. Following that, the results of the review
are presented along with a discussion on whether
the two research questions have been answered.
The paper ends with a conclusion that highlights
the implications for theory and managerial practise
of current gaps in knowledge on complexity and
the inside view as joint root causes of delivery risk
for major projects.

Method
A literature review using systematic and narrative
methods is an appropriate approach to understanding
available knowledge (Maylor et al., 2015, p. 104),
and was selected to address the two research
questions. The systematic method was chosen to
attenuate potential biases of narrative literature
reviews which can, “frequently lack thoroughness,
and in many cases are not undertaken as genuine
pieces of investigatory science” (Tranfield et al.,
2003, p. 207).
Citation analysis (Flis and van Eck, 2017;
Krauskopf, 2018; Palmblad and van Eck, 2018)
is used as these provide visualisations of the
relationships between word co-
occurrences and
author citations and in doing so gain a broad
overview of knowledge patterns.

Systematic Literature Review Protocol
The eight-
step systematic literature review
protocol used an abbreviated, evidenced-informed

systematic review method adapted from Tranfield
et al. (2003), Denyer and Tranfield (2009, p. 683)
and Briner and Denyer (2012, p. 121) that provided
repeatability, transparency, comprehensiveness and
minimises bias, as summarised in Table 1.

Scoping the Field
The three overlapping topics covered in the
literature review were project risk, project
complexity and the inside view, as depicted in
Figure 1. Project governance was also included as
a theme since it shares concerns that are common
to all these topics.
This systematic literature review sought
to determine the availability of research that
addresses project complexity and the inside view
as joint, rather than independent root causes of
project risk. The papers by Geraldi et al. (2011)
and Flyvbjerg (2006) form an appropriate basis for
the “scoping study” that assists the “identification
of keywords and search terms” for the systematic
literature review (Tranfield et al., 2003, p. 215) as
both have project delivery risk as central concerns
but address it from complexity and inside view
perspectives respectively.

Defining and Refining the Systematic
Literature Review Protocol
The second step was to define the objective of
the systematic literature review, which was to
understand the current state of knowledge on
complexity and the inside view as root causes
of project delivery risk. The third step involved
defining the criteria for considering literature for the
search. This was to include all research concerning
portfolio, programme and project management for
all sectors, scales and geographies. Interventions
of interest included governance systems, practices,
processes and tools at major project, portfolio,
programme and project levels and their effect on
major project, portfolio, programme and project
performance. Cost, time, quality and benefits
realisation performance were particular emphases.
Steps four to seven describe the search
strategy, eligibility for inclusion and exclusion, and
quality standards. A keyword search using the main
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Table 1 Systematic literature review protocol. Adapted from (Briner and Denyer, 2012, p. 121) and
Denyer and Tranfield (2009, p. 683)
Systematic literature review – Step

1) Background
Research questions

2) Objectives Primary objectives of
systematic literature review
3)Criteria for considering literature
a) Context
b) Interventions
c) Mechanisms
d) Outcomes
e) Type of study (qualitative/
quantitative)
4) Search strategy
a) Databases

Response
1. “What is the available research that treats complexity and the
inside view as joint root causes of project delivery risk for major projects?”
2. “What can be used to treat complexity and the inside view as joint
root causes of project delivery risk in major projects?”
 Survey extant causes, and especially root causes, of major project
delivery risk
 Survey work that treats project complexity as a cause, and especially a root cause, of major project delivery risk
 Survey work that treats the inside view as a cause, and especially a
root cause, of major project delivery risk
 Assess whether inside view and complexity researchers acknowledge each other’s work as root causes of major project delivery risk
 Identify any work that treats complexity and the inside view as
joint root causes of major project delivery risk, rather than as independent causes
 Identify any research that offers a solution to complexity and the
inside view as joint root causes of major project delivery risk
Major projects, including those known by other terms such as portfolios,
programmes and projects
Project governance systems and tools
Managerial understanding of project delivery risk; systems and tools for
project delivery risk mitigation
Project delivery risk reduction
Qualitative (theories) and quantitative (case studies)
Main search portals: Search Oxford Libraries Online; Google Scholar; Web
of Science
Peer reviewed literature: ABI/Inform Global; Directory of Open Access
Journals; Elsevier (CrossRef); IEEE (CrossRef); IEEE Journals &
Magazines; Informa – Taylor & Francis; International Bibliography;
MEDLINE/Pubmed (NLM); SAGE Journals; Sage Publications (CrossRef);
Science Citation Index Expanded (Web of Science); ScienceDirect Journals
(Elsevier); Scopus (Elsevier); Social Sciences Citation Index (Web of
Science); EBSCO Business Source Complete; Taylor & Francis Collection;
Technology Resource Database; ProQuest
Books: ProQuest ebook central; Bodleian library; University of Western
Australia library
Conference proceedings.
Grey material: ProQuest Dissertations and Theses: Global; Social Sciences
Research Network
Continued
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Table 1

Continued

Systematic literature review – Step

b) Sources (indicative)
c) Time period

d) Search terms and key words

5) Eligibility
Inclusion / exclusion criteria
6) Data collection
7) Assessment of methodological
quality
8) Type of synthesis used

Response
International Journal of Project Management; Project Management Journal;
Transport Policy; Transport Reviews
International Journal of Business and Management; Production Planning &
Control
1960–2019
“project risk” AND “inside view”
“project risk” AND “inside view” AND “project complexity”
“project risk” AND “project complexity”
“project risk” AND “project complexity” AND “project governance”
“project risk” AND “optimism bias”
“project risk” AND “optimism bias” AND “project complexity”
“project risk” AND “outside view”
“project risk” AND “outside view” AND “project complexity”
“project risk” AND “project governance”
“project risk” AND “root causes”
“project risk” AND “root causes” AND “inside view”
“project risk” AND “root causes” AND “project complexity”
Inclusion criteria: Papers written in English; Full text available
Inclusion criteria: requirement that the literature must address the research
question.
Inclusion criteria: requirement that for case-related or theoretical literature,
“project” must be mentioned in the title, keywords or abstract, or it must be
referred to within a paper on the topic.
Exclusion criteria: duplicates are removed
Literature data that will be collected: Number of search results returned;
journal results; topics;
Criteria used to assess quality: Peer-reviewed journals
Integration

“Search Oxford Online” search portal provided
access to relevant databases for identifying an
initial selection of documents. The search terms
and keywords used are shown in Table 1.
After performing the keyword searches, the
documents were filtered using the following
exclusion and inclusion criteria: (i) papers must
relate to major projects, portfolios, programmes
or projects, (ii) they must address the research
questions, and (iii) they must be from peer-
reviewed journals.
The focus for this research is on ‘major
projects’, however these endeavours lack
consensus on nomenclature and can be referred to
by a variety of terms, such as ‘major programmes’.
As the keyword terms employed in the initial

round of literature search uses “project”, a
snowball-
sampled literature search was also
performed on papers identified during the initial
round in order to extend the search in order
to identify and include relevant literature that
employed alternative terminology. To maintain
comprehensiveness of the systematic literature
search, grey literature including unpublished
dissertations and papers from the Social Sciences
Research Network (“SSRN”) are also kept for
secondary analysis.
Finally, step eight involved identifying and
implementing a synthesising framework. The
specifics of the approach employed are described
in the relevant section following.
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searches using the various search terms and
keywords associated with project complexity and/
or the inside view as root causes of project delivery
risk.

Bibliographic Analysis

Figure 1 Conceptual overview of literature
review.

Literature Review Findings
This section presents the results of the systematic
literature review and a discussion of its findings.
In doing so the findings are synthesised using an
integration research synthesis method.
Figure 2 summarises the results of the
systematic literature review and shows the number
of journal papers identified through the database

In stage #1, an initial series of article searches based
on key word conjugations were conducted. The
initial key word search on “project risk” returned
25 126 results. Conjugating this with additional key
word pairs and triplets shown in Figure 2 resulted
in a final number of 196 documents across the
range of key word combinations. From this initial
search (excluding snowball search conducted
later), project complexity or the inside view as root
causes of project risk returned 87 results between
them.
The inside view is a collective term for several
cognitive biases including optimism bias. Despite
this, optimism bias as a source of project risk was
found to receive more attention in the literature
with 119 results and there was comparatively
greater recognition of its relationship with project
complexity with 28 results returned.
In stage #2, the inclusion/ exclusion criteria
from Table 1 were applied to the search results

Figure 2 Search results on project complexity and/or the inside view as root causes of project delivery
risk using systematic literature review and snowball search.
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reducing the initial 196 documents to 51. None
of these 51 papers dealt with the inside view as a
root cause of project risk whilst only nine of these
papers dealt with project complexity as a root cause
of project risk.
In stage #3 a snowball search was conducted
from these 51 papers which identified another 108
papers across all keyword combinations to produce
a total of 159 documents. Since the focus of this
current paper is on the inside view and project
complexity as root causes of project delivery risk
and the previous step produced so few documents,
the snowball search prioritised these two topics.
These 159 documents were used in the citation
analysis to provide a broad overview of the field.
Of the 108 papers produced in stage #3, 70 papers
dealt with the inside view or project complexity
as a root cause of project risk (51 and 19 papers
respectively).
In total there were a total of 79 papers (nine
from stage #2 and 70 from stage #3) discussing the
root causes of project risk in terms of the inside
view or project complexity, or both simultaneously.

Narrative Review

such as Stingl and Geraldi (2017) were also
reviewed. All of these have projects as their
contextual focus however they synthesise
knowledge within, but not across topics.
Moreover, none directly addressed cause-effect
relationships in the way the research questions
require. In contrast, Flyvbjerg (2017, pp. 1–18)
“challenges-causes-cures” framework proved
highly suitable because it: (i) identifies cost and
schedule overrun are recurrent problems in major
project delivery performance; (ii) describes and
evaluates several contributory technological,
political and psychological causes for these
problems, and (iii) prescribes solutions to these
underlying causes that address the problems.
For these reasons, Flyvbjerg (2007) “challenges-
causes-
cures” framework was adopted as the
integration framework for the research synthesis.
The integration synthesis of the 79 papers
treating the inside view and/or complexity as root
causes of project delivery risk highlighted three
primary cause-effect relationships:
zz

The literature identified through the systematic
literature review were synthesised using the
integration research method. Rousseau et al. (2008,
pp. 492–493) identify four forms of research
synthesis, where the integration form of research
synthesis proved to be the most appropriate as
this facilitates investigation of questions relating
to “cause-effect relationships” (Rousseau et al.,
2008, p. 495). This integration synthesis method
needed to qualitatively improve construct,
internal and external validity (Rousseau et al.,
2008, pp. 481–482) and satisfy the three criteria:
(i) it must be able to synthesise knowledge across
complexity and inside view research; (ii) it must
deal with cause-effect relationships; and (iii) it
must be related to projects. A number of synthesis
frameworks from existing systematic reviews of
complexity research were considered, such as
those by (Bakhshi et al., 2016; Bosch-Rekveldt
et al., 2011; Geraldi et al., 2011; Padalkar and
Gopinath, 2016b; Thomé et al., 2016b). Likewise,
integration frameworks for behavioural decision-
making phenomena on projects from scholars

zz

zz

Predict
and
Provide:
Operational
responses. Potential delivery risk is
assessed during planning with contingency
provided through pre-emptive investment
in operational capability and/or by pre-
planning responses for when delivery risks
manifest.
Predict and Provide: Financial Responses.
Potential delivery risk is assessed during
planning at an overall level and responded
to with an uplift in the project’s budget,
held as contingency.
Predict and Prevent Responses. Potential
delivery risk is assessed and anticipated
at the planning stage and periodically
during delivery with action taken to
identify and pre-
emptively mitigate
delivery risks.

The papers summarised under these cause-effect
relationships are arranged into Table 2 respectively,
where Flyvbjerg’s “Challenges-Causes-Cures”
framework is employed to further synthesise the
literature and draw out common themes.
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Project social complexity
increases with cross-cultural
and cross-ethnical variables
in international software
projects. This can increase the
risk of project delivery failure
if unaccounted for in project
management.

(Haji-Kazemi and Andersen,
2014; Haji-kazemi et al., 2015;
Taherdoost et al., 2016)

Financial Responses’ cause-effect relationship

Project complexity increases the difficulty of
detecting, deciphering and forecasting the future
consequences of key signals that may lead to
project failure; Poor understanding of cross-cultural
and cross-ethnical factors in international software
projects can lead to poor stakeholder management,
increased stakeholder resistance, fundamental
difficulties in predicting future consequences,
and ultimately increased project risk through
accumulation of failure factors.

Continued

Strategy: Pre-emptive diagnosis of project
social complexity.
Tactics: Use questionnaires to assess project
social complexity such as cultural and ethnic
factors and/or critical success factors.

Complexity is the “true” reality of IT projects;
Conventional project management practises
and project organisations fail to adapt to rapidly
changing environments and emergent challenges

Failure of large IT projects and
portfolios; Poor understanding
of risks in IT projects.

Strategy: Design the project organisation to
adapt to complexity.
Tactics: Design the project organisation
to adapt to complexity through project
modularity, learning and adaptation, training
of project managers, building capacity for
growth, and developing flexible routines
that allow for monitoring unchecked system
changes.

(Durney and Donnelly, 2015;
Holland and Fathi, 2007; Whitney
and Daniels, 2013)

Strategy: Align management approach and
techniques to match project complexity.
Tactics: Identify exogenous variables and
accept projects as complex systems; Design
and apply project management methods
to suit this complexity rather than rigid
adherence to reductionist ‘best practise’
methods.

Cures

Exogenous factors, such as economic, political and
even climate, are under-represented in research into
project overrun, and; Application of reductionist
‘best practise’ project management methods is
ill-suited to the requirements of these socially,
politically, structurally and technically complex
projects.

Failure of a range of complex
projects, such as IS/IT, major
infrastructure, airport baggage
handling systems and scientific
projects such as NASA’s
Climate Orbiter project.

Causes

(Antoniadis et al., 2011; Catalão
et al., 2019; Geraldi et al., 2011;
Grant, 2016; Hetemi et al., 2017;
Jolivet and Navarre, 1996; Li
et al., 2008; Montealegre and
Keil, 2000; Patanakul et al., 2016;
Patanakul, 2014; Pich et al., 2002;
Sauser et al., 2009; Williams,
2005; Yu et al., 2015)

Operational responses cause-effect relationship

Literature item

Table 2 Summary of ‘Predict and Provides’
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Cost and schedule overrun and
benefits shortfalls for large
infrastructure projects including
dams; Underperforming
business investments; reducing
bias in risk assessments for the
aerospace sector.

Persistent cost and schedule
overrun and benefits shortfalls
for major infrastructure,
industrial and energy projects
along with speciality major
projects like mega-events such
as Olympic games.

(Ansar et al., 2014; Cantarelli
et al., 2010b; Emmons et al.,
2018; Flyvbjerg et al., 2002;
Flyvbjerg et al., 2018; Flyvbjerg,
2006; Flyvbjerg, 2007; Flyvbjerg,
2013b; Lovallo and Kahneman,
2003; Miranda Sarmento and
Renneboog, 2017)

Challenges

(Awojobi and Jenkins, 2016;
Batselier and Vanhoucke, 2016;
Bayram and Al-Jibouri, 2016a;
Bayram and Al-Jibouri, 2016b;
Boateng et al., 2013; Bordley,
2014; Callegari et al., 2018; De
Jong et al., 2013; Flyvbjerg,
2014; Flyvbjerg, 2009; Flyvbjerg,
2006; Flyvbjerg et al., 2016;
Flyvbjerg et al., 2009; Flyvbjerg
and Budzier, 2011; Flyvbjerg
and Stewart, 2012; Kaiser and
Snyder, 2012; Koch, 2012; Leleur
et al., 2015; Love et al., 2016;
Makovšek, 2014; Olsson et al.,
2010; Prater et al., 2017; Salling
and Banister, 2009; Salling
and Leleur, 2015a; Salling and
Leleur, 2015b; Sample, 2015;
Sovacool et al., 2014a; Sovacool
et al., 2014b; Torp and Klakegg,
2016; Van Wee, 2007; Vikingur
Fridgeirsson, 2017; Walczak and
Majchrzak, 2018)

Continued

Literature item

Table 2

Human cognitive limitations lead to optimism and
other decision-making biases that confound the
accuracy of risk assessments, project and business
estimates; Principal-agency dynamics along with
poor project governance controls greatly increases
the risk of strategic misrepresentation to project
owners.

An estimate of the cost, schedule and benefits for
large infrastructure projects is constructed using
an inside view approach. Complexity in defining
key project design parameters and identifying the
impact of these complexities leads to a fixed, static
project contingency that proves insufficient to either
account for, or mitigate, emergent risks such as
geotechnical and related risks; A preponderance
of low probability, high impact events that arise
from unexpected complexity and deficient front-
end project cost estimates result in propensity for
extreme cost blowouts, notably for IT projects.

Causes
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Continued

Strategy: Outside View.
Tactics: Apply the outside view to project
feasibility estimates; Increase accountability
in project governance through transparency,
stronger performance specifications,
regulatory controls and involvement of
private risk capital; Use questionnaires to
reduce bias in risk assessments.

Strategy: Reference Class Forecasting.
Tactics: Uplift a project’s budget by using
reference class forecasting to calculate a
suitable level of contingency; Improved
project governance through: ensuring
financial "skin in the game"; rewarding
realistic estimates; criminal penalties for
misleading forecasts; independent audits.

Cures

Engineering Project Organization Journal (February 2021) Volume 10

Heterogeneous terminology and outdated concepts
on the workings of complexity; Extant models of
strategic misrepresentation grossly simplify the
institutional environment; Lower than expected
project payoffs are the natural result of selection
bias which means strategic misrepresentation is not
necessarily the logical conclusion for explaining
cost and schedule overrun. For example, the effect
of optimism bias on forecast road usage that are
toll-free is not as significant as those with tolls.

Impaired progress in project
complexity research; Optimism
bias doesn’t affect different
toll road forecasts equally;
Simplistic models in strategic
misrepresentation arguments.

(Bain, 2009a; Cooke-Davies et al.,
2007; Eliasson and Fosgerau,
2013; Mackie and Preston, 1998;
Naess et al., 2015; Osland and
Strand, 2008)

(Klakegg et al., 2016)

Although project cost overrun
is reducing, project governance
systems are still not adapting to
complexity.
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Continued

Strategies: Design the project organisation to
adapt to complexity; outside view
Tactics: Project governance frameworks need
to be more adaptive to complexity, mitigate
management by “gut-feel”, incorporate
outside view techniques to help correct
optimism bias and strategic misrepresentation,
have increased transparency and a greater
focus on learning

Strategies: Updating knowledge on optimism
bias, strategic misrepresentation, and
complexity.
Tactics: Update definitions of both technical
and social complexity; Use a more nuanced
and sophisticated political model of the actor-
institutional environment; Cost-benefit ratio
analysis should not be automatically ruled out
when selecting projects; Allow for liquidity
and flexibility in project finance; Introduce
greater transparency in model-based
forecasting and use independent external
experts.

Business investment decisions
fail to perform as planned.

(Lovallo et al., 2012)

Lack of consistently applied approaches to project
complexity and limited awareness of the need to
accommodate behavioural decision making on
projects.

Strategy: Case Based Decision Theory.
Tactics: Employ Similarity Based
Forecasting, a specific model within Case
Based Decision theory.

Strategic decisions on complex projects are
made based on analogising. Analogising process
lacks robustness, eg, inappropriate analogies are
employed, reducing the accuracy of investment
forecasts, especially concerning cost, schedule and
benefits.

Prevent Responses cause-effect relationship

Cures

Causes

Challenges

Continued

Literature item

Table 2
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Continued

Project cost and time overruns
in building construction
and business-to-business e-
procurement projects.

Highly contextualised root-
cause analysis of an IT project
failure.

(Haji-kazemi et al., 2015; Love
and Ahiaga-Dagbui, 2018)

(Love et al., 2002; Matthews and
Philip, 2012; Qazi et al., 2016;
Ramkumar et al., 2016; Williams,
2017)

(Al-Ahmad et al., 2009)

Challenges

The complexities of identifying
early warning signals for large
R&D projects is increased in
an international context; scope
and project definition growth
produce changes between the
final outturn performance and
the initial baseline.

Literature item

Table 2

Strategies: Pre-emptive complexity
management.
Tactics: Instigate pre-emptive complexity
management; Develop early warning
identification processes and methods to
identify “weak signals” that also integrate
broader factors prevalent in international
projects. These factors include social,
political, technological, cultural and dynamic
categories. Early warning methods include
risk analysis, project success/ failure models,
project assessment, stakeholder analysis,
cause/effect analysis, systemicity and maturity
assessment.

Cures
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Root causes of IT project failure include factors
such as: Project management, top management,
technology, organisational, complexity, size and
process factors.

Strategy: Root cause analysis.
Tactics: Develop management plans that
increase likelihood of IT project success by
mitigating seven root causes of IT project
failure.

Strategy: Quantitative complexity models.
Tactics: Use quantitative methods to
better map and model complex systems.
Quantitative methods include Bayesian
modelling methods for early warning of
potential problems, Bayesian uncertainty
Complexity in projects lead to dynamically iterative modelling methods to identify networks
of interacting project complexity drivers
events and difficulties in understanding causal
chains of events; asymmetrical power shifts, hidden and risks, complexity structure mapping;
combined modified analytic network process
costs, loss of control over data and concerns about
security increase complexity and risk in business-
methodology and fuzzy inference system
to-business e-procurement.
framework, and systems dynamics.

Identifies complexity as a root contributor to risk
for international projects; systemicity, emergence,
complexity, inability to adapt and poor project
controls are root causes of cost overrun, not bias.

Causes
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Figure 3 Number of journal articles published each year that cite project complexity or the inside view as
root causes of project delivery risk.

Analysis of the Literature

An assessment was made of the corpus of literature
uncovered by the review. This assessment adapted
the procedure described by (Thomé et al., 2016b,
pp. 414–418), to provide descriptive data on the
various articles including: (i) publications by year;
(ii) according to topic; (iii) by publication; and (iv)
per type of study.

These findings show there is a substantial
amount of literature available on project
complexity, project governance, or root causes of
project risk, as these have had a longer pedigree in
project management research (25 126 documents
total). However, there is comparatively little
literature on project delivery risk combined with
either the inside view or the outside view. There
were relatively few results returned for either
theoretical or empirical research that investigates
both complexity and the inside view as joint root
causes of delivery risk in contrast to the total project
risk corpus though this has changed in recent years.
For instance, De Rezende et al. (2018, p. 48) show
that from 2014–2016 project complexity research
has included more work on behavioural decision
making processes in complex project environments
.

Publications by year, by topic

Articles by publication

Figure 3 shows the chronological tally of papers
that cite project complexity or the inside view as
root causes of project delivery risk.

Figure 4 identifies which publications were
publishing articles on the inside view and project
complexity as root causes of project risk.

The findings from the literature review were
analysed using:
zz
zz

Bibliographic analysis
Citation analysis

These methods are outlined below.

Bibliographic analysis
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Figure 4 Histogram of journals publishing articles describing project complexity or the inside view as
root causes of project delivery risk. See Appendix 1 for the list of journal titles for these abbreviations.
Figure 4 shows that International Journal of
Project Management (IJPM), Project Management
Journal (PMJ) and Transport Policy (TP) are
key sources of relevant literature although papers
are found across a breadth of other engineering,
management science, business and economics
journals. As root causes of project delivery risk,
project complexity features most prominently in
the project management journals while reference
class forecasting appears most frequently in
transportation and construction management
journals.

Articles by study type
Figure 5 shows most of the research methodologies
are case studies (53%) and documentary research
(33%) while only 14% is experimental research.
Case study research included both quantitative
and qualitative work including literature review,
interviews, documentary analysis, questionnaires
and content analysis.

Citation Analysis
A citation analysis is a useful approach for working
back from a set of relevant papers to achieve a
broader understanding of available knowledge on
a topic. Since the research sought to investigate
the ways research on project complexity and the
inside view interrelates, citation analysis was used
to visually depict connections between documents
and provide a useful way to quantify the extent
of these relationships, where they exist (Artto
et al., 2009; Biesenthal and Wilden, 2014; Thomé
et al., 2016a, p. 1340)Thomé et al., 2016b, p.
409, 412, 417; Zheng et al., 2016). Bibliometric
analysis software called Vosviewer was used
to conduct the citation analysis and network
visualisation (Jan and Waltman, 2018). Within
Vosviewer, the citation map was created based on
bibliographic data from Web of Science text files,
using “citation” analysis on a “document” unit of
analysis. Stranded papers with no citations (mostly
from complexity research) were excluded from the
resulting visualisation.
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Figure 5 Research methodologies of journal articles describing project complexity or the inside view as
root causes of project delivery risk. N=79.
The search query conducted on Web of Science
was: (i) “Topic= complex” AND “Topic= project
management” OR (“Author= Kahneman, D” OR
“Author= Tversky, A” OR “Author= Lovallo, D”
OR “Author= Flyvbjerg, B”); and (ii) delimiters
in “Research Areas” were set to: “Business
Economics” OR “Engineering” OR “Operations
Research Management Science” OR “Computer
Science” OR “Public Administration” OR
“Transport” OR “Social Sciences Other Topics”.
This citation analysis identified 1 667
documents comprising 1 514 project complexity
articles and 153 inside view/ cognitive bias articles.
A visual presentation of the findings from this
analysis is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows the two major clusters for
complexity and inside view research and the citation
relationships between authors (including to earlier
work by themselves). ‘Cluster 1. Complexity’
shows documents relating to project complexity
and indicates six main sub-
clusters concerning:
(I) typologies, models, constructs and algorithms;
(ii) stakeholders and risk; (iii) system dynamics
effects; (iv) management information systems;

(V) organisational learning and professional
education, and; (vi) sociological perspectives.
‘Cluster 2. Inside View and Behavioural Decision
Making’ shows articles relating to the inside view /
behavioural decision-making with four sub-clusters
concerning: (I) megaprojects and governance;
(ii) prospect theory and decision making under
uncertainty; (iii) applications in economics, and;
(iv) behavioural strategy. The intra-cluster citation
relationships within the inside view cluster are
thick, frequent and direct; the complexity cluster
less so, suggesting the research is more fragmented.
The inter-
cluster citation relationships between
Cluster one and Cluster two are very weak however
by comparison, with very few citations between
the inside view scholars (notably Flyvbjerg) and
those researching complexity. The few complexity
scholars citing work by the inside view scholars
have only done so recently, for example (Awojobi
and Jenkins, 2016; Bain, 2009b; Hetemi et al.,
2017; Holweg and Maylor, 2018; Liu et al., 2014;
Williams et al., 2012). This indicates that despite
the increasing trend for project management
research to address the behavioural dimensions of
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Figure 6 Citation analysis of papers concerning project complexity and the inside view. N=1 667 articles.
complexity, recognition of the impact of the inside
view is relatively new territory.

Discussion
Flyvbjerg’s focus on the inside view and Geraldi
et al. (2011) conception of complexity as root
sources of delivery risk belong to the ‘proactive’
risk paradigm (Lehtiranta, 2014, p. 647). This
paradigm, which emerged during the explanatory
era of project management research of the
mid-80’s, involves perceiving risk as a threat
to project delivery performance that must be
addressed (Padalkar and Gopinath, 2016a). The
proactive paradigm of risk research is heavily
influenced by a functional perspective which is
normative, instrumentalist, hyper-
rational, and
emphasises deviation from expected norms such
as cost, schedule and benefits targets (Lehtiranta,
2014; de Carvalho and Rabechini Junior, 2015).
Under a proactive paradigm of risk, major project
delivery fails because leaders do not adequately
engage to remove, mitigate or provide contingency
against them (Lehtiranta, 2014). Best practice risk

management is seen as establishing performance
norms, proactively identifying all possible sources
of risk that threaten achievement of these norms,
developing action plans and implementing
them (Irimia-Diéguez et al., 2014). In pursuit of
this agenda, a substantial body of delivery risk
management research has developed detailed
taxonomies of risk along with strategies to address
them at all stages of the project life cycle – see for
example (Al-Ahmad et al., 2009; Irimia-Diéguez
et al., 2014; Kardes et al., 2013; Miller and
Lessard, 2001; Shahhossein et al., 2017; Shehu and
Akintoye, 2010; Whitney and Daniels, 2013).
In contrast to the taxonomical approach,
scholars from the non-
deterministic community
identify their strand of delivery risk management
research as pertaining to “root causes” of project
delivery risk – and hence major project delivery
failure. For instance, Flyvbjerg claims the root
cause of project delivery risk emerges from the
behavioural decision making and agency dynamics
that bias ex-ante estimates against which project
performance is ultimately assessed. Behavioural
reductionists like Flyvbjerg search for the “roots of
irrational decision behaviour …. [such as] bounded
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rationality and other cognitive biases … optimism
bias and planning fallacy … prospect theory …
or illusion of control” (Stingl and Geraldi, 2017,
p. 124). To these scholars, correcting these biases
at the estimating stage is therefore a fundamental
delivery risk mitigation (Flyvbjerg, 2013b).
Other scholars such as Maylor et al. (2013),
Williams (2005) and Geraldi et al. (2011) identify
complexity as a better representation of the root
“realities” of projects compared to traditional
mechanistic, causal approximations (Geraldi
et al., 2011, p. 986; Maylor et al., 2013, p. 47)
and promote directing attention to its perception,
diagnosis and mitigation as central to managing
delivery risk. As the chronological tally in Figure 3
shows, concentrated study of their relationship
with each other has only emerged in the last decade
of project management research.
More generally still, behavioural decision
making has been identified as an important
socio-
political dimension to non-
deterministic
era research because decisions are foundational
to management activity (Stingl and Geraldi,
2017). What is clear from this narrative review is
how project complexity, project risk and project
governance research has increasingly recognised
behavioural and socio-political dimensions.

Addressing the Research Questions
The findings from the literature review comprise
a heterogeneous mix of project management
research that has been organised to describe the
challenges, causes and cures to the root causes of
project delivery risk that arise from complexity
or the inside view. This material provided the
basis for addressing the two research questions:
(i) to determine the availability of research that
addresses project complexity and the inside view
as joint, rather than independent root causes of
project delivery risk; and (ii) to determine what
can be used to treat them as joint root causes of
delivery risk in major projects.

Considering the question, “What is
the available research that treats complexity and the inside view as joint root

causes of project delivery risk for major
projects?”
The literature review identified the corpus of
literature that addressed the challenges, causes and
cures of the root causes of delivery risk arising from
project complexity and/or the inside view. As the
citation visualisations illustrate, authors tend not to
refer to work from the other ‘school of thought’,
though seven papers indicate that project delivery
risk can be subject to joint effects from project
complexity and the inside view. Consequently, the
treatments in the literature of these two causes of
project delivery risk can be concluded to be largely
separate.
Where authors examined this joint effect and
ways those perspectives can be combined, they
tended to indicate how complexity impacts the
inside view but not how the inside view exacerbates
project complexity. Complexity can distort decision
making when people use heuristics as shortcuts in
the face of vast amounts of uncertain environmental
data. For instance, Awojobi and Jenkins (2016, p.
26) indicate the complexity of engineering design
for large dams results in optimistic estimates
of key design parameters which can lead to
underestimated capital costs and schedule duration.
Similarly, Callegari et al. (2018) indicate the sheer
scale of megadam projects results in a high degree
of complexity. Trying to identify, describe and
specify this complexity results in estimates of time,
cost and benefits that are strongly influenced by the
inside view, and therefore subject to untempered
optimism bias and strategic misrepresentation.
Boateng et al. (2013) use a systems dynamic
model to illustrate how social-technical-economic-
environmental-political factors can influence
project delivery risk in complex-systemic fashion.
Some of the circumstances when major projects
exhibit all of these characteristics include: (i)
during the dynamic stages of project delivery
(Oehmen, 2015); (ii) making strategic decisions
under conditions of stress such as severe resource
or time constraint and/or crisis (Horvitz, 2013;
Kowalski-Trakofler et al., 2003; Williams, 2005);
and (iii) when managing a portfolio of interlinked
programmes and major projects (Castro et al.,
2017; Ko and Cheng, 2007; Petit, 2012).
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A key reason why literature on complexity and
the inside view rarely overlap is that complexity
tends to address the dynamic aspects of project
delivery while most of the work on tempering the
inside view applies during the relative clarity of the
project front-end, particularly when establishing the
final business case. For example, as the work of the
complexity scholars show many of the complexity
dynamics, and inherently the ‘emergent’ ones,
exhibit their greatest influence on project delivery
risk during project execution rather than project
planning. The exclusion of the effect of the complex
project execution stage on project outcomes is an
important criticism of Reference Class Forecasting
research (Ahiaga-Dagbui et al., 2017; Love, 2011).

Considering the Question, “What Can
Be Used to Treat Complexity and the
Inside View as Joint Root Causes of
Project Delivery Risk in Major Projects?”
The systematic literature review and snowball
search identified seven papers (Awojobi and
Jenkins, 2016; Bain, 2009a; Callegari et al., 2018;
Catalão et al., 2019; Hetemi et al., 2017; Klakegg
et al., 2016; Williams, 2005) that explicitly
acknowledged the joint effect of project complexity
and the inside view as root causes of project
delivery risk. These papers recognised conventional
reductionist project management methods handle
delivery risks that arise from complexity and
the inside view poorly and perform even worse
when complexity and the inside view operate in
combination. All seven papers proposed solutions
for addressing project delivery risk. Synthesising
this work, these papers collectively offered five
strategies / approaches designed to jointly address
the delivery risks arising from project complexity
and the inside view, which were:

adopt a whole-of-project-lifecycle management approach rather than rigidly segmenting
a project’s front-end planning from its delivery;
be able to adapt to complexity not just techno-
structurally but also organisationally, socially
and politically;

emphasise project and organisational learning;
increase transparency and accountability, and;
incorporate outside view techniques to ameliorate optimism bias and strategic misrepresentation.

Each strategy appears laudable, yet operationalising them requires techniques that facilitate the
necessary activities a project team need to undertake to employ the strategy and enable the achievement of their objective, ie, addressing the delivery
risks arising from project complexity and the inside
view. The literature review findings indicated that
only the final strategy was supported with well-
grounded techniques, i.e. for applying the outside
view to temper optimism bias and strategic misrepresentation. Here three techniques were reported:
Reference Class Forecasting (Flyvbjerg, 2013b);
Case Based Decision Theory (Lovallo et al., 2012,
p. 497), and; Bayesian modelling (Matthews and
Philip, 2012). These three techniques are considered in turn.
Reference Class Forecasting is applicable
during project planning, specifically at the time
the final business case is determined. This method
calls for the identification and quantification of a
representative sample of projects with the same
characteristics to apply an outside view to producing
probabilistic calculations of future outcomes and
use this information to correct ex-ante final business
case forecasts. Reference Class Forecasting is
grounded in Kahneman and Tversky’s theories on
bias in ex-ante decision making and so cannot be
employed at other stages of the project lifecycle.
Were this approach extended to other stages of the
project lifecycle it would need to overcome the
practical challenge of identifying and quantifying
performance at consistent points during delivery.
Without the construct clarity and definitional
rigour found at the ‘final business case’ investment
decision stage, attempts to employ the outside view
at ‘in flight’ reference points would lack robustness
and therefore undermine the ability to inform
forward looking predictions with certainty.
Case Based Decision Theory, and by
enlargement Case Based Reasoning, Similarity
Based Forecasting and cognate methods from
artificial intelligence, may be useful techniques
for extending the outside view into the project
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execution phase, in contrast to Reference Class
Forecasting. The ability of Case Based Reasoning to
solve, “a new problem by remembering a previous
similar situation and reusing that information
and knowledge of that situation” (Aamodt and
Plaza, 1994, p. 40) and its more flexible retrieval
architecture could potentially help. Similarity
Based Forecasting helps decision makers, “make
a fundamental psychological shift toward adopting
an outside view”, where, “the first step in the
analysis of strategic problems is to begin with a list
of similar endeavours”, and “close analogies are a
better basis for predictive performance” (Lovallo
et al., 2012). This technique can also be used to
treat complexity as, “Similarity judgments reflect
‘dimension reduction’ in mapping very complex
objects onto a single scale” (Lovallo et al., 2012).
Similarity Based Forecasting has its origins in Case
Based Decision Theory which is an established
subset of artificial intelligence. Machine learning
methods from artificial intelligence could also
prove useful to handle a wider variety of model
and data types. Doing so allows data from multiple
time sequences to be used and accommodates the
parametric modelling techniques used in reference
class forecasting along with non-parametric, non-
deterministic, and non-linear methods (Buono
et al., 2007; Dong and Sarkar, 2015; Dudek,
2015a; 2015b; Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1997;
Murphy, 2012; Tsai, 2016; Wan et al., 2010). This
capability suggests machine learning could address
the challenges posed in the complex and dynamic
project circumstances described earlier. Future
empirical work should test the effectiveness of
these prescriptions for ameliorating project risks
that arise from the joint effect of complexity and
the inside view.
Bayesian modelling uses prior knowledge
of conditions relating to an event to describe
the probability of the event occurring (Joyce,
2019). (Matthews and Philip, 2012) provide a
comprehensive description of how a Bayesian
approach can be applied to diagnose issues in
project delivery and how this technique employs
an outside view by utilising the historical
performance of similar projects as its source
of prior knowledge. The technique can also be
viewed as addressing complexity, where Matthews

and Philip illustrate its application with a range
of problematic scenarios that are by their nature
technical such as, “poor workmanship”; political,
such as, “Political considerations make progress
more difficult”; social such as, “Designer decisions
that the client does not like”, and; emergent, such
as, “Increasing health & safety needs”. In doing so
they show Bayesian modelling to be a technique
that can enable decision makers, such as a project
manager, to proactively investigate complexity and
address the inside view as root causes of project
delivery risk and pre-
emptively treat them by
initiating suitable mitigating actions.

Directions for Future Research
Broadly speaking, a schism was observed as
having emerged between research into complexity
and the inside view which prompts the need
to investigate project delivery risk from these
perspectives jointly. For instance, quantitative
forecasts of project delivery risk is a regular and
important activity during project execution that
involves, “intuitive predictions and judgements
of confidence” (Kahneman and Tversky, 1973,
p. 237). Given these are fundamental project
management activities they would benefit from
a sounder basis on which decision makers could
undertake and provide for, “prediction of uncertain
quantities and the assessment of probability
distributions” (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979,
p. 314). Since these decisions are made within
an organisational context, they will be subject
to the effects of the inside view, and affected by
the complexities emerging from the dynamics of
project delivery. Yet by generally not recognising
how complexity and the inside view jointly affect
estimating activities such as these, the literature
misses an opportunity to improve the performance
of a significant proportion of project activities that
are essential to delivering project outcomes that
meet targets. Despite the emergence of research
on the outside view for project planning, the many
project execution activities that occur after final
business case approval have yet to be exhaustively
studied or benefit from this perspective.
The ability of Case Based Decision Theory as
an outside view method has the potential to solve
new problems by learning from history alongside
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its more flexible retrieval architecture. It is more
flexible than Reference Class Forecasting and this
suggests the potential to be applied during project
execution to combat the joint effects of complexity
and the inside view. It may therefore be possible to
apply artificial intelligence methods to the outside
view through Case Based Decision Theory and its
derivatives.
Likewise, Bayesian modelling is shown to
have substantial potential as a technique that can
accommodate complexity in its various facets
and also draw on the historical performance of
similar projects to operationalise the outside view
and jointly employ this understanding to inform
decision making at the planning stage as well as
during project execution.
Future empirical work should test the
effectiveness of these prescriptions for ameliorating
project delivery risks that arise from the joint
effect of complexity and the inside view. This
may provide fertile opportunity for employing
machine learning to assist in addressing complex
and dynamic challenges found in major project
delivery.

Conclusion
This paper used a systematic literature review,
snowball literature search and citation analyses
to answer two research questions regarding root
causes of project delivery risk. In summary, this
research identified mechanisms and the potential
benefit of treating project complexity and the inside
view as joint root causes of delivery risk.
Addressing the first research question, “What
is the available research that treats complexity
and the inside view as joint root causes of project
delivery risk for Major Projects?” showed that
there is little theoretical or empirical evidence of
approaches that deal with both complexity and the
inside view as joint root causes of delivery risk.
An implication for scholars from this finding is that
the literature reports a tendency to regard project
complexity and the inside view as separate issues
that have separate treatments. This suggests that
there may be substantial benefits in improving
project delivery risk management if methods were

found to integrate these two root causes of risk as a
new strand of risk research.
Considering the second research question,
“What can be used to treat complexity and the
inside view as joint root causes of project delivery
risk in major projects?” revealed several possible
methods for attending to the joint risks of project
complexity and the inside view. An implication
from this finding that is relevant to policymakers is
that to reduce delivery risks that arise from the joint
effect of project complexity and the inside view,
extant research provides five project governance
and project management strategies / approaches:
(i) adopt a whole-of-project-lifecycle management
approach rather than rigidly segmenting a project’s
front-end planning from its delivery; (ii) be able
to adapt to complexity not just technically but
also organo-
socio-
politically; (iii) emphasise
project and organisational learning; (iv) increase
transparency and accountability; and (v) apply
the outside view to temper optimism bias and
strategic representation. Of note for practitioners,
to operationalise the strategy of applying the
outside view, the research identified Case Based
Decision Theory / Case Based Reasoning and
Bayesian model averaging were identified as
potential methods for adapting the outside view to
the complexities of project delivery.
The two contributions of this paper are that it
has: (i) identified an important gap in the research
on root causes of project delivery risk by showing
how project complexity and the inside view can be
joint root causes of risk for some common project
activities; and (ii) identified Case Based Decision
Theory / Case Based Reasoning, and Bayesian
modelling as techniques with the potential for
attenuating delivery risks that arise from the joint
effects of the inside view and project complexity.
Further empirical research using real project data
is required to validate these methods.

Limitations
This paper has drawn upon research from the
project management literature concerning project
complexity and the inside view as root causes
of project delivery risk. While there has been
increasing progress in recognising the social,
organisational and political aspects of project
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complexity, the field has only just begun to study
these aspects. In addition, research into the inside
view for projects is relatively recent, and, due to
methodological challenges, some scholars have
argued it lacks full empirical evidence to support its
claims. Moreover, there is a relatively small body
of literature that describes the joint consideration
of complexity and the inside view. Indeed, this
paper only identified seven published articles on
the joint effect of complexity and the inside view,
the oldest of which is only 13 years old. Empirical
testing of the effectiveness of the cures to these
joint effects is lacking and thus presents a new
research opportunity.
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